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 i  g  h  l  i g  h  t  s

We  tested  the  influence  of  sleep  on the  episodic-like  memory  consolidation  in rats.
Sleep  is critical  for  maintaining  an  episodic-like  memory  over  an 80-min  retention  period.
Sleep  is critical  to episodic-like  memory  by maintaining  the binding  of an  event  into  its spatio-temporal  context.
Sleep  supports  memory  for  the spatio-temporal  context  per  se,  but not  for the  event.
Sleep  is only  effective  when  it  occurs  shortly  after  encoding.
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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

Episodic  memory  refers  to the  recollection  of a representation  that  binds  together  into  a  unique  past
experience  “what”  happened,  “where”  and  “when”.  Sleep  has  been  identified  as a state  that  optimizes
the  consolidation  of  newly  acquired  memory.  To determine  if sleep  is important  for  the  consolidation
of  episodic-like  memory,  we  tested  rats  on  an episodic-like  memory  task  requiring  the  binding  of  an
object  memory  into  a spatio-temporal  context,  as  well  as  retention  of  its  individual  components,  using
separate  tests  of  novel-object  recognition  (“what”),  object-place  recognition  (“where”)  and  temporal
memory  (“when”),  respectively.  The  80-min  retention  interval  between  encoding  of the  task  and  retrieval
testing  covered  either  a period  of  regular  morning  sleep  or  sleep  deprivation  or  a  period  of  evening
wakefulness.  Sleep  during  the  retention  interval,  compared  with  the  other  two  retention  conditions,
significantly  enhanced  retrieval  in the  episodic-like  memory  task  as  well  as  in  the  object-place  recognition
and temporal  memory  tasks.  In  fact,  when  the rats  stayed  awake  during  the  retention  interval,  there  was
no  significant  memory  left  at retrieval  testing  for the  learnt  object  place  and  temporal  memory.  Sleep

did  not  benefit  novel-object  recognition  memory  which  unlike  the  other  components  of  episodic-like
memory  is  considered  not  to critically  rely  on  the  hippocampus.  In  an additional  delayed  sleep  condition,
episodic-like  memory  in  rats  which  had  stayed  awake  during  the  first  80-min  interval  after  encoding,  was
not  recovered  when  they  were  allowed  to  sleep  during  a subsequent  80-min  interval.  Our  results  suggest
that sleep  specifically  supports  the  aspects  in  episodic  memory  most  closely  linked  to  hippocampal
function,  i.e.,  the  binding  of  an  event  into  spatio-temporal  context  as well  as  the  spatio-temporal  context

 effe
itself. Sleep  is  particularly

. Introduction
In humans episodic memory is formed when individual events
pon their one-time occurrence become bound to the specific tem-
oral context in which they take place [1,2]. Accordingly, the inves-
igation of episodic-like memory in nonhuman animals refers to
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ctive  when  it occurs  shortly  after  encoding.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

their ability to remember the “what”, “where” and “when” compo-
nents of a unique episode, which can be assessed at the behavioral
level [3–5]. Essential to the formation of a genuinely episodic mem-
ory is the “binding” of the three components into an episode.
Encoding and storage of episodic memory information critically
relies on the hippocampus [6–8]. Episodic memories can be the
basis of semantic memories (for facts) arising from the repeated

encoding or activation of overlapping episodic memories [9].

Numerous findings have demonstrated that sleep contributes
to memory consolidation, presumably by promoting the integra-
tion of newly encoded memory representations into preexisting
long-term memories [10]. Major evidence in favor of an active
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onsolidation of memory established during sleep involves obser-
ations of neuronal replay of hippocampal activity patterns during
low wave sleep that occurred during a preceding learning expe-
ience, indicating that consolidation involves the reprocessing
f fresh memories within the same hippocampal networks that
ere used for encoding them [11–13].  Based on the predomi-
ance of replay activity in the hippocampus leading replay also

n other brain regions (e.g., [14]), it was proposed, in conjunction
ith related findings, that sleep specifically supports consolidation

n the declarative memory system that as a whole, compris-
ng episodic and semantic memory, was linked to hippocampal
unction [10,15,16].  However, it remains unclear whether the con-
olidating effect of sleep is restricted to specific aspects of these
emories, presumably those most closely linked to hippocampal

unction [17–20].
Encoding representations of an experienced event at its first

ccurrence, episodic memory is at the core of memory formation.
evertheless, the offline processing of episodic memory during

leep has so far not been thoroughly investigated. Two previous
uman studies suggested that sleep strengthens episodic mem-
ry [21,22], although these studies used repeated presentations of
he materials to be learnt or explicitly instructed the participants
o learn the material which increases the probability of overlap-
ing semantic memory processing. A most recent study in humans,
ointed towards a beneficial effect of a midday nap selectively on
ontext memory, whereas item memory remained unchanged [23].
he lack of studies of episodic-like memory in animals is owed
o the fact that the episodic memory concept arose from human
esearch [24] and only recently, experimental tasks have been
eveloped that model episodic memory in animals [4,25–29]. Here,
e employed an object-recognition based approach to episodic-

ike memory developed by Kart-Teke et al. [4,5] to dissociate the
ffects of post-encoding sleep (versus wakefulness) on the con-
olidation of the different components of such memories in rats.
he approach comprises a non-stressful, one-trial based test of an
pisodic-like memory requiring the binding of an object memory
nto a spatio-temporal context, as well as separate tests of episodic

emory components, i.e., of novel-object recognition (“what”
emory), object-place recognition (“where” memory) and tem-

oral memory (“when” memory). The approach also allowed for
omparing retention of genuinely hippocampus-dependent mem-
ry, i.e., episodic-like memory, with hippocampus-independent
emory such as object recognition relying on parahippocampal

tructures, although the latter is still a matter of debate (for review
ee [30,31]).

. Methods

.1. Animals

Eighteen adult male Long Evans rats (Janvier, Le Genest-Saint-Isle, France,
60–310 g) were used for the experiments. A subset of these animals (n = 12) par-
icipated in supplementary experiments to explore effects of delayed sleep on the
ecovery of episodic-like memory. Rats were housed individually, kept on a 12 h
ight/12 h dark cycle (lights on at 6 a.m., lights off at 6 p.m.), and had unrestricted
ccess to water and food throughout the experiment. All experimental procedures
ere performed in accordance with the European animal protection laws and poli-

ies (Directive 86/609, 1986, European Community) and were approved by the
chleswig-Holstein state authority.

.2. Design and procedures

To test retention of episodic-like memory and its components, the rats were
ested on four tasks in the following order: (i) novel-object recognition, (ii) object-

lace recognition, (iii) temporal memory and (iv) episodic-like memory, with an

nterval of at least 2 days between the tasks. Testing on each task consisted of a
ample phase (encoding), followed by a Retention period of ∼80 min, and a sub-
equent Test phase (retrieval). Each rat participated in three retention conditions,
n  which the 80-min retention interval between the Sample and Test phase was
lled either with (i) normal morning sleep (Sleep), (ii) morning sleep deprivation
in Research 237 (2013) 15– 22

(S-Deprivation), or (iii) normal evening wakefulness (Wake). The order of retention
conditions was balanced across rats, with the conditions separated by six to seven
days. Different task versions were used for each retention condition.

The Sleep retention condition was performed during the light phase (between
8  a.m. and 13 p.m.). During the retention interval the rats were left undisturbed in
their home cages, and sleep was assessed based on video recorded behavior and a
tracking software (ANY-Maze, Stoelting Europe, Dublin, Ireland) by standard visual
procedures validated in previous studies [32]. Basically, sleep was scored when the
animal displayed a typical sleep posture and kept immobile for at least 5 s. Scores
indicated an average of 20.9 ± 1.6 min of sleep during the 80-min retention interval,
with  the first bout of sleep occurring 42.3 ± 2.8 min  after the Sample phase. The S-
Deprivation condition was performed during the same time of the rest phase as the
Sleep condition (8 a.m.–13 p.m.). Deprivation of sleep was accomplished by “gentle
handling” to minimize stress during the enforced waking and to exclude locomotion
as confounding variable. The procedures involved tapping on the cage, gently shak-
ing  the cage or if necessary disturbing the sleeping nest [19]. No intense stimulation
was  used. Inspection of video records did not indicate any signs of startle or freezing
behavior (like a clear arrest of ongoing activity) beyond normal orienting behav-
ior  induced by these procedures. The Wake condition was performed during the
active phase (8 p.m.–1 a.m.) and did not involve systematic stimulation as the rats
spontaneously increase wakefulness during this phase of the circadian cycle [33].

2.2.1. Habituation and memory tasks
After handling during 4 consecutive days for 4 min, the rats were brought into

the  testing room 3 times once a day, placed into the center part of the open field,
and  allowed to explore for 10 min. The rats were always brought into the testing
room in their home cage which was placed near to the testing apparatus.

Beginning on the day after habituation, rats were tested on four different tasks
using the object recognition paradigm to examine the individual components of
episodic-like memory (novel-object recognition, object-place recognition and tem-
poral memory) and the episodic-like memory task per se. The Sample phase(s) for
each task allowed the rat to explore two (or four, respectively) objects in the test-
ing box until it had accumulated at least 15 s of exploration time for each object
within an interval of 2–5 min. Exploration was defined by the rat being within 2 cm
of  an object, directing its nose towards the object and engaging in active exploration
behaviors such as sniffing. The temporal memory task and the episodic-like memory
task included two Sample phases with the second conducted in exactly the same
way as the first Sample phase but with a different arrangement of objects. The inter-
val  between the first and second Sample phase was 20 min in order to avoid pro or
retroactive interference and that the animal fell asleep. For the Test phase, the rats
were placed in the testing arena to allow exploration for another 3 min. The location
of  objects during the Sample and Test phases was randomized across rats and across
the  different tests within an individual rat. Objects were positioned at least 10 cm
equidistant from the walls to avoid that the animal’s preference to stay in corners
biased exploration times.

2.2.2. Novel-object recognition (“what” memory)
To test whether rats were able to recognize a familiar object a standard novel-

object recognition task was used [34]. In the Sample phase, two identical objects
were presented. In the Test phase, one object was the same as one of the two objects
seen in the Sample phase while the other object was  novel (see Fig. 1 for an illustra-
tion of the tasks). Relatively enhanced exploration time for the novel object indicates
memory for the familiar object.

2.2.3. Object-place recognition (“where” memory)
In  the Sample phase the rat is presented with two identical objects. During

the Test phase one of these objects is displaced to a new position while the other
object remains at the same location as during the Sample phase. Relatively enhanced
exploration time for the displaced object indicates memory for the location of the
non-displaced object.

2.2.4. Temporal memory (“when” memory)
This task consists of two 3-min Sample phases separated by a 20-min interval

[35] during which the rat was placed into the home cage, and the testing box was
cleaned and reconfigured. (A 3-min phase duration was chosen based on pilot stud-
ies  indicating that rats on average needed this time to accumulate 15 s exploration
for  each object.) In the first Sample phase, two identical objects are presented and in
the second Sample phase, two different identical objects are presented at the same
locations. During the Test phase, one of the objects from each Sample phase is pre-
sented (in its original position). That is, during the Test phase, the rat was  presented
with two  familiar objects that differed in the temporal order in which they had been
encountered (in the Sample phases). Relatively enhanced exploration of the earlier
presented object indicates temporal order memory.
2.2.5. Episodic-like memory task
This task also contains two Sample phases and a final Test phase [4].  The length

of  the phases and of the interval between the Sample phases was the same as in
the temporal memory task. In the two Sample phases the animals were presented
with different sets of four identical objects, designated as “old-familiar” (first Sam-
ple  phase) and “recent-familiar” objects (second Sample phase), respectively. In
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Fig. 1. Evaluation of components of episodic-like memory in a novel-object recognition task (A), an object-place recognition task (B), and a temporal memory task (C). The
tasks  comprised one or two Sample phases where the rat explored the objects, followed by an 80-min retention interval during which the rats slept (Sleep condition), were
deprived of sleep (S-Deprivation condition), or were spontaneously awake (Wake condition). Then memory for the Sample phase was tested by examining the exploration
pattern in the Test phase. In the novel-object recognition task memory retention in the Test phase is indicated by the rat’s preferential exploration of a novel object (arrow)
over  a familiar object, with reference to the objects of the Sample phase. In the object-place recognition task, memory retention is indicated by relatively enhanced exploration
time  for the displaced (arrow) compared to the non-displaced object. In the temporal memory task memory for the temporal order is indicated by the relatively enhanced
exploration time of the object presented earlier, i.e., in the first of two  Sample phases (arrow). Bar diagrams on the right indicate memory performance in the Test phase
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xpressed as mean (±SEM) discrimination ratios for the three tasks and retention c
onditions. Note: only with sleep during the retention interval rats in the Test phase
ot  critical for retention of objects in the novel-object recognition task.

he Test phase a mixed set was presented consisting of two old-familiar and two
ecent-familiar objects. One of the two old and recent-familiar objects, respectively,
as  placed at the same location as in the Sample phase (“old-familiar stationary”

nd  “recent-familiar stationary”). The other two objects were placed in new loca-
ions (“old-familiar displaced” and “recent-familiar displaced”). Relatively enhanced
xploration of the “recent-familiar displaced” object in comparison with the “recent-
amiliar stationary” object indicates memory for the spatial context, and relatively
nhanced exploration of the “old-familiar stationary” object in comparison with
he “recent-familiar stationary” object indicates memory for the temporal context
inding the episode.

.3. Apparatus and object stimuli

Tasks were performed in a room with a noise-generator providing masking
oise. The open field (80 cm × 80 cm W × 40 cm H) used was made of grey PVC.

ehavior of the rat was  monitored by a video camera, and exploration was analyzed
ffline by an experienced researcher using the ANY-maze tracking system. The upper
ide of the open field arena was open, so that the rat could perceive visual cues out-
ide which were in the same position during the whole experiment (two rectangles
t  the north wall, two other rectangles at the east wall, and a square at the west wall).
ons. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001, for pair-wise comparisons between retention
ed significant memory for the object-place and temporal order, whereas sleep was

After each phase, the apparatus and objects were cleaned with water containing 50%
ethanol. Objects for exploration were made by glass and were heavy enough not to
be moved by the rat. They differed in height (10–15 cm), base diameter (8–10 cm),
color and shape. Pilot studies ensured that the rats could discriminate the different
objects and did not show any preference for one of the objects.

2.4. Data analysis

For each retention condition and memory task, the time a rat spent explor-
ing each object during the Test phase was converted into a discrimination ratio
which indicated the respective episodic-like memory component based on the
general formula [(time at novel − time at familiar)/(time at novel + time at famil-
iar)], where “novel” refers to the novel object on the novel-object recognition
task, the displaced object on the object-place recognition task, and the old- famil-
iar  object on the temporal memory task, and “familiar” to the respective other

object. For the episodic-like memory task we calculated two discrimination ratios:
i.e.,  [(recent-familiar displaced − recent-familiar stationary)/(recent-familiar dis-
placed + recent-familiar stationary)] reflecting the “where” memory as indicated
by  longer exploration time for the recent-familiar object in the novel place com-
pared with the one not displaced, and [(old-familiar stationary − recent-familiar
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Fig. 2. Episodic-like memory task (A). An example arrangement of objects is illus-
trated for the two Sample phases and the Test phase which were separated by an
80-min retention interval of Sleep, sleep deprivation (S-Deprivation), or sponta-
neous wakefulness (Wake). During the Test phase, two “old-familiar” objects and
two  “recent–familiar” objects of the first and second Sample phase, respectively,
are presented at the same (“stationary”) or different (“displaced”) locations, as
compared to the Sample phases. A1: “old-familiar stationary”; A2: “old-familiar dis-
placed”; B1: “recent-familiar stationary”; B2: “recent-familiar displaced”. Sample
and Test phases took 3 min each. (B) Memory performance during the Test phase
indicated by the mean (±SEM) exploration time for each object and retention con-
dition. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01, for pairwise comparisons between objects and retention
conditions. Note: distinct preference pattern of object exploration for the Sleep con-
dition (B2 > B1 indicating “where” memory; A1 > B1 indicating “when” memory),
8 M. Inostroza et al. / Behaviour

tationary)/(old-familiar stationary + recent-familiar stationary)] which reflects the
when” memory as indicated by longer exploration time for the object that was
xperienced earlier (first Sample phase) in the same location. A value of zero
ndicates no exploration preference whereas a positive value indicates preferen-
ial exploration of the novel configuration, thus indicating memory of the familiar
onfiguration. Additionally, the total time of object exploration on each task was
etermined.

Results are reported as the mean ± SEM. Statistical analyses were performed
sing SPSS 18.0 for Windows. To evaluate discrimination ratios determined for
ach task, we  used analyses of variance (ANOVA) with retention conditions (Sleep,
-Deprivation, Wake) as repeated measures factor. For the episodic-like memory
ask  two additional ANOVA were run on the exploration time for each object, one
ncluding an additional repeated measures factor “object” (old-familiar stationary,
ecent-familiar stationary, old-familiar displaced, recent-familiar displaced) and the
ther including separate “temporal” (old-familiar stationary, recent-familiar sta-
ionary) and “spatial” factors (old-familiar displaced, recent-familiar displaced). In
he  latter ANOVA significance of the interaction between the temporal and spatial
actors can be considered a straightforward statistical indicator of the binding of
he  two  components into an episodic memory. Where appropriate, Greenhouse-
eisser corrections of degrees of freedom were applied in the ANOVAs. Only if an
NOVA indicated significance for main or interaction effects of interest, these were

ollowed by post hoc t-tests (uncorrected for multiple comparisons). Discrimina-
ion  ratios for each group were also compared with chance level performance (zero)
sing one-sample t-tests. A p < 0.05 was considered significant.

. Results

.1. Individual components of episodic-like memory

Sleep during the retention interval, in comparison with sleep
eprivation (S-Deprivation) or wakefulness (Wake), did not affect
erformance in the Test phase on the novel-object recognition
ask (p = 0.39, for condition main effect; Fig. 1A). One-sampled
-test revealed for all three retention conditions discriminations
atios significantly above chance level, confirming that memory
or the familiar object was present (Sleep: t(17) = 3.43, p < 0.001,
-Deprivation: t(17) = 2.88, p = 0.021, Wake: t(17) = 5.88, p < 0.001).

In contrast, discrimination ratios for the object-place recog-
ition and temporal memory tasks indicated that spatial and
emporal order memory was preserved only after the Sleep
etention interval, but not after the other two retention condi-
ions (object-place recognition: F(2, 34) = 16.10, p = 0.001; temporal

emory: F(2,24) = 6.48; p = 0.01). Post hoc t-tests revealed the Sleep
ondition differed significantly from both the S-Deprivation and

ake condition in the object-place recognition task (t(17) = 3.44,
 = 0.009 and t(17) = 6.90, p < 0.001, respectively; Fig. 1B) and in
he temporal memory task (t(17) = 3.08, p = 0.015 and t(17) = 2.38,

 = 0.044, Fig. 1C). In fact, for both tasks only after the Sleep
etention interval discrimination ratios significantly differed from
hance level (object-place recognition: t(17) = 3.12, p = 0.014, tem-
oral memory: t(17) = 8.88, p < 0.001), whereas discrimination
atios for the S-Deprivation and Wake conditions indicated that rats
ad completely forgotten respective spatial and temporal memo-
ies (p = 0.50 and p = 0.79).

.2. Episodic-like memory task

The rats’ performance during the Test phase of the episodic-like
emory task overall revealed the typical object exploration pat-

ern with longer exploration time for the old-familiar stationary
han recent-familiar stationary object (indicating temporal mem-
ry) and longer exploration time for the recent-familiar displaced
han recent-familiar stationary object (indicating spatial mem-
ry; F(3, 42) = 9.98, p < 0.001, for main effect of object, Fig. 2). The
pisodic nature of the expressed memory integrating temporal

nd spatial components was confirmed also by significance of the
nteraction between spatial and temporal components of the task
F(1, 17) = 30.09, p < 0.001). The pattern, however, was differentially
xpressed depending on the retention condition (F(6, 57) = 3.71,

 = 0.013, for object × retention condition, and F(2, 32) = 16.19,
which is absent in the S-Deprivation and Wake conditions, except the B2 > B1 for
the S-Deprivation condition.

p = 0.001, for spatial × temporal component × retention condition).
Indeed, paired t-tests between objects revealed that only after
retention Sleep exploration time was significantly longer for the
old than recent-familiar stationary object (t(17) = 3.81, p < 0.001)
and exploration time was also significantly longer for the displaced
than stationary recent-familiar object (t(17) = 4.24, p < 0.001), con-
firming the presence of temporal-spatial context memory after the
80-min retention interval. In contrast, in the S-Deprivation con-
dition rats showed only significant “where” memory, i.e. longer
exploration time for the displaced than stationary recent-familiar
object (t(17) = 2.19, p = 0.044), but no temporal memory (p = 0.16),
and in the Wake condition rats showed neither significant spatial
context memory (p = 0.20) nor significant temporal context mem-
ory (p = 0.55).
Analyses of discrimination ratios for the “where” and
“when” components of episodic-like memory confirmed
the superior retention performance in the Sleep condition
(F(2,32) = 21.09, p < 0.001, for main effect of retention condition
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Fig. 3. Mean (±SEM) discrimination ratios indicating spatial (“where”) (A) and temporal (“when”) (B) context memory in the episodic-like memory task for the Sleep,
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-Deprivation and Wake retention conditions. Rightmost bars (“Delayed sleep”) in
leep  during a second 80-min retention interval after they had been sleep deprive
omparisons between retention conditions of the main experiment. Note: enhance
-Deprivation and Wake conditions. Delayed sleep that follows a first 80-min reten

n an 2 “Where”/“When” discrimination ratios × 3 Sleep/S-
eprivation/Wake conditions ANOVA). The discrimination by
ondition interaction effect was not significant (p = 0.37). Pairwise
omparisons between retention conditions confirmed that follow-
ng the Sleep retention interval “when” discrimination ratios were
igher than following both the sleep deprivation (t(17) = 3.93,

 < 0.001) and wake retention intervals (t(17) = 3.55, p = 0.002).
Where” discrimination ratios following sleep were significantly
igher than following the Wake condition (t(17) = 2.14, p = 0.04),
nd tended to be also superior to those in the S-Deprivation condi-
ion (p = 0.09, Fig. 3). Moreover, in the Sleep condition, both “where”
nd “when” discrimination ratios were clearly above chance level
t(17) = 4.22, p = 0.001; t(17) = 4.74, p < 0.001; respectively). In con-
rast, these ratios did not reach the 5%-level of significance in both
he S-Deprivation condition (p = 0.07 and p = 0.66, respectively)
nd in the Wake condition (p = 0.09 and p = 0.69), indicating that
nly when the rats slept in the 80-min retention interval they were
ble to consolidate a spatio-temporally integrated episodic-like
emory.
Analyses of the total time spent exploring objects in the Test

hase or Sample phase and the duration of the Sample phase did
ot differ between conditions for any of the tasks (p > 0.25, for all
elevant comparisons; see Table 1).

.3. Time-window of sleep consolidation
The main experiments revealed that rats could not retain an
ntegrated episodic-like memory when they did not sleep dur-
ng an 80-min interval after the Sample phases. In supplementary
xperiments (performed in a subgroup of 12 rats started one week
fter the main experiment) we explored whether sleep would

able 1
ime spent exploring objects during the Sample and Test phases.

Tasks Sleep S-De

Sample phase Test phase Sam

Episodic-like memory 59.83 ± 3.39 60.56 ± 4.12 68.1
Novel-object recognition 42.64 ± 4.48 43.47 ± 4.41 48.8
Object-place recognition 41.23 ± 3.68 40.18 ± 3.01 42.2
Temporal memory 42.53 ± 6.45 43.78 ± 6.15 39.9

ean (±SEM) total time (in s) spent exploring objects in the Sample and Test phase for th
ake). There were no significant differences between the retention conditions. Also, ret

not  shown); p > 0.25, for all relevant comparisons.
 discrimination ratios in supplementary experiments where rats were allowed to
ng the first 80-min retention interval. (t) p < 0.1, *p < 0.05; **p  < 0.01, for pair-wise
ial and temporal context memory for the Sleep condition in comparison with both
eriod of sleep deprivation does not recover memory.

recover these memories if it occurred not until after a 80-min
period of wakefulness. Thus, rats after a first 80-min interval of
sleep deprivation and a first Test phase underwent a second 80-
min  retention interval where they slept (Delayed sleep), and then
were tested in a second Test phase. As in the main experiment,
rats after the first retention interval of sleep deprivation did not
exhibit any significant episodic-like memory, i.e., both “where”
and “when” discrimination ratios were not significantly above
chance level (t(11) = 1.22, p = 0.25; t(11) = −0.39, p = 0.70, respec-
tively). Importantly, when the rats slept during the subsequent
(i.e., delayed) 80-min retention interval exploration performance
at the second Test phase remained unchanged, indicating that
they did not recover the episodic-like memory of the Sample
phases. Again both “where” and “when” discrimination ratios did
not differ from chance level (t(11) = −0.33, p = 0.75; t(11) = −0.60,
p = 0.56, respectively; p > 0.62 for differences between first and sec-
ond Test phase, Fig. 3). To exclude that in these supplementary
trials the first Test phase interfered with memory recovery dur-
ing the subsequent 80-min interval of sleep, two further controls
were run where the rats slept both in the first and second 80-
min  retention interval but, in one of these conditions the Test
phase after the first 80-min interval was  omitted. Analyses of
the final Test phase confirmed the presence of episodic mem-
ory in both the condition with and without a Test phase after
the first 80-min sleep retention interval (“where” discrimination
ratio: t(9) = 4.70, p = 0.001; t(9) = 2.97, p = 0.016; “when” discrimi-

nation ratio: t(9) = 2.99, p = 0.015, t(9) = 2.74, p = 0.023, respectively)
and, importantly, there was no difference in object exploration
between the conditions (p > 0.77, for condition main effect and con-
dition × discrimination ratios interaction in an ANOVA across both
conditions). In combination, these results suggest that once the rats

privation Wake

ple phase Test phase Sample phase Test phase

4 ± 3.00 66.56 ± 3.98 59.47 ± 2.64 62.12 ± 4.78
8 ± 7.73 50.47 ± 4.02 46.31 ± 5.55 49.25 ± 5.01
3 ± 3.59 44.46 ± 3.63 43.46 ± 4.02 46.48 ± 4.63
0 ± 2.68 41.36 ± 3.29 37.84 ± 3.98 40.71 ± 5.12

e four different memory tasks and the 3 retention conditions (Sleep, S-Deprivation,
ention conditions did not differ with regard to the duration of the Sample phases
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ad forgotten the episodes of the Sample phases during wakeful-
ess, delayed sleep does not recover this memory.

. Discussion

While a strengthening effect of sleep on memory is well-
stablished, recent research in humans has suggested that memory
onsolidation during sleep in particular supports associative inte-
ration and binding in memory [36–38],  i.e., key processes
nderlying the formation of episodic memory. However, systematic

nvestigations of the effect of sleep on episodic memory consoli-
ation per se are scarce, and whether consolidation during sleep
upports specifically the binding of contextual (“where”, “when”)
nd item (“what”) memory aspects of an episode has been exam-
ned so far neither in humans nor in rodents. Whereas previous
tudies (e.g., [20]) were restricted to the isolated examination of
ust one aspect contributing to episodic memory (mostly the spa-
ial component) the present experiments go beyond those studies
y examining the effects of sleep on the consolidation of an inte-
rated episodic-like memory, together with a separate evaluation
f influences on its components. The two main finding are: (i) only
hen the rats slept during the 80-min retention interval between

he Sample and the Test phase did they preserve an integrated
emory for the episodes experienced during the Sample phases,

.e., recall testing (in the Test phase) showed that they were able
o bind the experienced event (item) into a spatio (where) – tem-
oral (when) context. This finding demonstrates that sleep is of
ritical importance for the consolidation of episodic-like memory.
ii) Separate testing of episodic-like memory components showed
hat sleep was critical only for the consolidation of associative
earning components, i.e., sleep preserved the association between
tem and spatial context (object-place recognition) and the associa-
ion between item and temporal context (temporal memory task).

hen the rats did not sleep in the retention interval these asso-
iations were forgotten. In contrast, memory for the item per se
novel-object recognition) did not benefit from sleep. These find-
ngs agree with evidence in rodents and humans indicating a robust
ffect of sleep in strengthening spatial and temporal associative
emories (e.g., [17,18,20,39,40]). A previous study using the same

pisodic-like memory task as here in Wistar rats, revealed behav-
oral signs of preserved episodic across a retention interval, which
ike in the Wake condition of our study was positioned in the
rst half of the dark period [41]. However, sleep was not mon-

tored and also the retention interval in that study was shorter
60 min) than that of the present study, hampering the straight for-
ard integration of those results. Assuming that place-object and

emporal order memories are hippocampus-dependent whereas
bject-recognition memory is not, the data of the present study
lso tie in with previous studies from rats and humans suggesting
hat sleep selectively supports the consolidation of hippocampus-
ependent aspects in memory [16,42–45].  Our supplementary
tudies suggest that episodic-like memory benefits from sleep
ainly if sleep occurs shortly after encoding, (i.e., here within

0 min  after encoding) which is consistent with previous studies
ikewise suggesting a limited time window after encoding in which
ippocampal memories profit from sleep [42]. In demonstrating

 fundamental impact of sleep on the maintenance of episodic-
ike memory, our data underscore the importance to account for
his brain state in any experimental assessment of episodic-like

emory.

Although many human studies have quite compellingly demon-

trated an enhancing effect of sleep on hippocampus-dependent
eclarative memory, evidence that this benefit for hippocampal
emory may  be specifically related to its episodic features is scarce

23,46].  In rodents, studies of the effects of sleep on episodic-like
in Research 237 (2013) 15– 22

memory in the strict sense are completely lacking although some
findings pointed towards preferential benefits from sleep for mem-
ories involving hippocampal function [19,42,44,47].  Against this
background, the present study in rats aimed to elaborate on the
unique features of episodic-like memory, by assessing how sleep
affects the retention of a singularly experienced event contextu-
ally integrated in time and space. Our task approach was based
on spontaneous object exploration that has been widely used to
evaluate multiple aspects of memory [4,35,48]. It bears several
methodological advantages, mainly because it relies on an uncon-
ditioned preference thereby preventing the induction of any rule
learning or semantic memory [34]. Additionally, it does not require
water or food deprivation, is not stressful and less arousing than
tasks like fear conditioning or the Morris water maze task that
is based on negative reinforcement [4,48–50]. Thus confounds by
emotional and stress-related learning processes are avoided (e.g.,
[51–53]), and conditions are achieved most closely comparable
with those of episodic memory assessment in humans [54]. Indeed
our results that sleep selectively preserves spatio-temporal binding
of episodic-like memory while leaving unaffected object recogni-
tion per se, well fits with recent findings in humans where sleep
enhanced spatial context memory whereas item memory remained
unchanged [23].

Interestingly, in this study sleep overall appeared to profit mem-
ory for the temporal context (“when” discrimination ratio) some-
what more consistently than memory for spatial context (“where”
discrimination ratio), although respective (“where”/“when”) inter-
action effects failed to reach significance. Whereas following sleep
deprivation “when” discrimination ratios for the episodic-like
memory task were clearly inferior to those after sleep, the dif-
ference in the same direction for “where” discrimination ratios
between these conditions did not reach significance. This pattern is
reminiscent of findings by Pierard et al. [55] who observed in mice
after 10 h of total sleep deprivation a distinct suppression of serial
context memories whereas effects on spatial context memory were
not significant. These less consistent outcomes for spatial context
memory might partly reflect task specific characteristics, as far as it
is known that when animals cannot use hippocampus-dependent
strategies based on distal allocentric cues to solve a spatial task,
they tend to shift to a non-hippocampus-dependent strategy based
on the striatal processing of proximal egocentric cues [17,47,56].
Such change in the strategy can be caused by hippocampal damage
and might account for the less consistent effects after sleep depriva-
tion. Such changes in strategy have been also observed after stress
[57]. Yet, stress as a confounding factor can be excluded here, as
a non-stressful procedure of sleep deprivation (slightly tapping on
the cage and gently shaking the cage) was  employed. Moreover,
such confound would not explain that rats in the S-Deprivation
condition did in fact exhibit complete forgetting of any object-place
memory when measured separately.

The idea has been discussed for some time that the same con-
solidation process applies to all declarative memories whether
episodic/contextual or semantic/schematic [6,9]. The present data
may  be taken to argue against this view, if it is assumed that
the binding into spatio-temporal context is a key feature of
episodic memory in both rats and humans, genuinely linked to
hippocampal function, whereas memory for an item per se shares
the non-contextual features of semantic memory, represented
in non-hippocampal (e.g., perirhinal and also neocortical) struc-
tures [30,58–64].  In this perspective, our data support the notion
that only the consolidation of hippocampus-dependent contextual

memories critically relies on sleep whereas consolidation of non-
contextual object recognition memories does not. Corroborating
this conclusion two previous studies in rats found the consoli-
dation of context fear conditioning which involves hippocampal
function, to critically depend on sleep [42,44]. In contrast, cued
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ear conditioning which does not require hippocampal function,
id not profit from sleep (see also [19]). There have been also
pparently divergent findings (e.g., in mice) of a sleep-induced
nhancement in object recognition memory [65]. Yet, such sleep-
nduced increments in object recognition rather than reflecting a
irect beneficial action of sleep on these memories might represent
econdary effects owing to the use of tasks with high contextual
emory demands. In fact, in the adult brain any enhancements of

reexisting semantic memory, like new semantic memories, might
asically originate as an extract from episodic memories repeatedly
eplayed during sleep [9,66].

Episodic memory consolidation can be divided into different
ritical time periods [67]. Here we evaluated intermediate-term
pisodic-like memory, with a duration from minutes to hours. In
ur supplementary experiments, sleep that occurred after the first
0-min retention interval, failed to recover any episodic memory.
ogether with previous work [23,42], these findings point towards

 particular importance of sleep for intermediate-term consoli-
ation. The memory benefit linked to sleep occurring soon after
ncoding, might reflect effects of reduced non-specific interference,
.e., sleep protecting the fresh episodic-like memory to become
verwritten in hippocampal circuitry by new information [68].
owever, protection from interference is not a sufficient explana-

ion given that the rats during the retention interval were kept in a
ighly familiar box with no new information to be encoded. There is
trong evidence that neuronal reactivations of hippocampal mem-
ries occur at a highest rate during the early hours of slow wave
leep only shortly after the encoding experience [11,69,70].  These
eactivations are causative for the strengthening of hippocampal
emory, presumably by initiating a system consolidation process

hat transforms intermediate memories into long-term memories
10,13,71].  Hence, the critical sleep-dependency of intermediate-
erm episodic-like memory observed here probably reflects an
dditional active role of sleep in upholding these memories, serving
eyond a merely strengthening influence, the extraction of invari-
nt and semantic aspects in these memories.
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